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Sustain exchange will create services based on the high moral and cultural values of
islam and provide access to them to all users of the crypto economy.
The principles and values of the project coincide with the principles on which islamic
finance is based and are based on sharia law.
The islamic economic model today is one of the most dynamically developing areas of
the modern economy, which actively goes beyond the borders of muslim countries.
The islamic finance sector is growing at 12%, with the global islamic finance asset market
exceeding $ 2 trillion, with projected growth to $ 3.78 trillion by 2022. The islamic ummah
encompasses more than 120 countries in europe, west, central, south and southeast
asia, and north africa, which are home to 22 % of the world's population.
The jurisdiction of the uae's sustain exchange project. The choice is made as a result of
the analysis of the key advantages of the jurisdiction.
Sustain exchange will integrate the islamic management model into the business risk
management and management system as an integral part of the company's
management system, and therefore sustain exchange will create the islamic finance
council (the council for compliance with the principles of islamic finance).
The output of the sustain exchange is projected to reach a daily trading volume of
about 30.4 million. $ and a monthly turnover of 913.2 million. $ within the first 24 months
from the launch of the exchange.
As a result of the implementation of the sustain exchange project, a global infrastructure
operating on the principles of islamic finance and a community regulating the
development of the islamic crypto economy will be created.
Sustain exchange will solve the problem of halal cryptocurrency transactions by
providing access to the cryptocurrency market for the muslim ummah, which accounts
for 22% of the world's population and manages islamic financial assets with a projected
volume of $ 3.8 trillion.
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1.1

Overview Of Trends In The Development Of Islamic Finance

The islamic economic model today is one of the most dynamically developing areas of
the modern economy, which actively goes beyond the borders of muslim countries.
Today, islamic finance is recognized by intergovernmental and international
organizations as a type of financial intermediation that has a huge potential in
strengthening ties between financial institutions and the real sector of the economy. The
understanding of the essence and purpose of islamic finance has significantly
expanded, and was included in the agenda of the meetings of the leaders of the g20
and oecd countries.
The potential of islamic finance to increase the inclusiveness of financial services and
achieve universal well-being is fully aligned with the un global sustainable development
goals (sdgs).

According to the international monetary fund (imf), islamic finance provides an
opportunity for many imf member countries to strengthen financial intermediation,
increase the level of financial services penetration, and attract investment for
sustainable economic development.
The world bank (wb) sees islamic finance as an effective tool for financing development
around the world, including non-muslim countries, which will solve the problems of
poverty and promote universal prosperity in the world.

*this data is supported by the data of the report "towards sustainability", which predicts
the growth of the islamic finance sector to $ 3.78 trillion by 2022.
The main contribution to the development of the industry will be made by increasing the
number of users of islamic financial services, increasing the volume of financing. The
islamic finance industry is relatively well developed in the countries of southeast asia and
the middle east; it shows high potential in the countries of europe, africa and central
asia. Promising markets are the countries of south and north america, australia.
According to the ifsb financial stability report (2016), the regional structure of islamic
finance is characterized by the dominance of the gulf countries (gcc) – 39.9%; followed
by the middle east and north africa group (mena, excluding gcc), which occupies
32.2% of the total volume of islamic financial assets. The largest contribution to the mena
group of countries is made by iran, whose financial system fully complies with the islamic
principles of financing. The third place in terms of assets is occupied by asian countries
with a share of 21.9%; the main contribution is provided by the development of islamic
finance in malaysia, indonesia, pakistan and bangladesh (table 1.1.).
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Table 1.1-global Islamic Finance Industry By Segment
And Region (USD Billion, 10 Months 2015)

Types of assets
(billion US dollars)

Cans

Sukkot

Investment
funds

Takaful

Asia

209.3

174.7

23.2

5.2

GCC (gulf countries)

598.8

103.7

31.2

10.4

MENA (for exc GCC)

607.5

9.4

0.3

7.1

Africa (without the North
countries)Africa)

24.0

0.7

1.4

0.5

Other

2.1

15.2

–

2.1

Total

1496.5

290.6

71.3

23.2

Source: Islamic Financial Services Industry Stability Report 2016, IFSB

While in Muslim countries, the structures of the Islamic economy are
created, including with the support and initiative of the government,
in non-Muslim countries, the emergence of Islamic financial
institutions is due to the public demand of Muslims for Shariacompliant financial services [see 6].
Islamic banks, investment funds, and insurance companies are active in the financial
markets of Western countries in 2018. Financial Islamic structures operate in the United
States, Italy, France, Sweden and other Western countries.
The United States and other European countries, except the United Kingdom, have not
yet received the proper attention and trust from Islamic investors. In the list of the top 20
countries in the world, the UK is the only non-Muslim country with high indicators of the
assets of Islamic financial institutions. In the UK, there are 6 Islamic banks and an Islamic
Insurance Company, the Islamic Bank of Great Britain (IBB) has been established, and
traditional banks have specialized units that provide Islamic financial services.
| White Paper
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There are more than 300 interest-free Islamic financial institutions in more
than 50 countries worldwide, with an annual growth rate of 10-15 %.

Global Islamic Finance
Assets by Sector Growth
(2012 - 2022, USS Billion)
Islamic Banking
Takaful
Other Islamic Financial Institutions
Sukuk
Islamic Funds

According to the ISLAMIC FINANCE DEVELOPMENT report 2017, it is expected that the
average growth of Islamic finance will be 9.5% per year, which is significantly higher than
the growth rate of traditional financial institutions in key global regions. Islamic financial
assets will grow to $ 3.8 trillion by 2022. Islamic countries account for 22 %
of the world's population.
The Islamic Ummah covers more than 120 countries: in Europe, West, Central, South and
South-East Asia, and North Africa, of which 35 are Muslims, and in 28 countries Islam is
the state religion-Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Kuwait, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan and others.
Using an indicator based on the business climate created in 73 countries, which
included 57 countries of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation and 16 non-Islamic
countries with advanced Islamic economies, Thomson Reuters identified leaders in the
development of the Islamic economic system. They were Malaysia, Pakistan, Singapore,
the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Brunei, Bahrain, Qatar, Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Jordan,
Iran, Oman, Indonesia. It is worth noting that Islamic finance and halal food accounted
for 45 percent and 35 percent of the economies of these countries, respectively.
The positive trend in the development of Islamic finance and the economic system
creates an opportunity for further strong growth. According to forecasts, the Islamic
asset management sector has the highest potential. Islamic investment and hedge
funds will also potentially grow, as the financial community has turned its attention to the
investment opportunities of financial institutions in the key growing markets
of Islamic countries.
| White Paper
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The positive trend in the development of Islamic finance and the economic
system creates an opportunity for further strong growth. According to
forecasts, the Islamic asset management sector has the highest potential.
Islamic investment and hedge funds will also potentially grow, as the
financial community has turned its attention to the investment opportunities
of financial institutions in the key growing markets of Islamic countries.

1.2

Comparison Of The Islamic And Western Economies

It can be argued that the Islamic economy, which has proved its universal character, is
decisive in many regions, and today has a global influence. At the same time, it is
necessary to realize that when we talk about the "Islamic economy", we mean first of all
the origin of the ideas that formed the basis of this concept.
The "Islamic economy" does not contradict the classical Western economy and does not
form any special laws of economic development. The main difference lies in the basic
values that are the basis for the activity of the economy. The main sources of Sharia - the
Koran and the Sunnah-regulate the basic issues related to economic activity, on the
basis of which Muslim scholars and economists have formulated the key provisions of the
Islamic economic model.
The term "Islamic Finance" includes a wide range of financial products and services. In
most cases, they have a certain similarity to traditional financial services, as their main
purpose is to promote the growth of investment by those who own capital, and interest
from those who need it. Islamic Finance complies with Sharia law. This leads to
differences between traditional and Islamic principles of financing. In accordance with
general economic laws, Islamic Finance is developed in accordance with Sharia law.

It is also necessary to understand that Islamic finance is not a purely religious
phenomenon. In some countries, Islamic banking products are also popular among
non-Muslims.

Profit sharing, as an
alternative to interest

Commitment to moral
principles and socially
responsible investments in
the interests of the entire
community

Adding real value in trading
operations

The Most General Restrictions Governing Islamic Finance Can Be Formulated As Follows:

Financial transactions cannot
be based on speculation
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Financial transactions cannot
be based on the receipt of
interest on capital

Financial transactions cannot
be associated with activities
prohibited by sharia law,
including gambling, pork
products, alcohol,
and pornography.
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There are fundamental differences in the economic principles of the Islamic
and Western economic systems:

Islamic Economic Principles

Western Economic Principles

• The source of Islamic economic
principles is the Qur'an and the
Sunnah
• A holistic view of the world, the
perception of finance and the
economy as part of the Creations
• Individual property and capital are
relative
• Economic mechanisms are based on
the public interest (Maslahat)
• Competition in business is subject to
Sharia law
• Acceptance of profits only from
activities recognized as permitted
(Halal)
• The Government and the Islamic
Supervisory Board act as an observer,
controller and fair arbiter in economic
activities
• Fair distribution of income-Zakat

• The source of Western economic
principles is human experience and
theories
• Secular worldview
• Individual property and money are
absolute
• Market mechanisms are based on
individual benefit
• Competition is free, allowing
creation of monopolies

the

• The pursuit of profit without any moral
restrictions
• Government as a neutral passive
spectator in Economic Activity
• Depersonalized distribution of income
through taxes

In the XXI century, the Islamic economic model overcomes the shortcomings of the
capitalist and conventional economic systems that dominated in the XX century. This is
reflected in the fact that the Islamic economy has found a golden mean between the
absolutization of private property under capitalism and its almost complete negation in
conventional forms of economy.

1.3

Islamic Cryptoeconomics

The Islamic crypto-economic system can be described as a set of financial mechanisms
that allow investment activities to be carried out without violating the basic principles set
out in the Sharia.
According to the ISLAMIC FINANCE DEVELOPMENT report 2017, the cryptocurrency
economy is one of the key innovative areas in the field of Islamic finance. Islamic
investors are aware of the prospects of the cryptocurrency economy. This interest was
expressed in the creation of cryptocurrency projects in Islamic countries, in particular,
cryptocurrency
platforms
were
created
in
Indonesia,
Malaysia
and
the United Arab Emirates.
So BitOasis, based in the UAE, offers its services in Kuwait, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia. In
the Southeast Asia region, Bitcoin Indonesia and Coinbox in Malaysia have been
established to offer bitcoin-related services. At the same time, it is crucial for the
development of the cryptocurrency economy to understand whether or not
cryptocurrencies are halal for Muslims.
| White Paper
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The Main Approaches To The Admissibility Of The Use
Of Cryptocurrencies:

Halal
1. Researchers from the Indonesian company Blossom Finance came to the conclusion
that the first cryptocurrency is compatible with all Sharia law.
2. The founder of the BlossomFinance system in Indonesia, a Muslim Matthew Martin,
believes that as a payment system, bitcoin is halal (allowed). In fact, bitcoin goes
beyond what the banking system offers, in which there is no guarantee that the initiator
owns the assets. Bitcoin guarantees with mathematical precision that the initiator of the
transaction owns the underlying assets. "Ordinary banks operate using a partial reserve
system, which is prohibited in Islam," the founder of the fintech platform notes. Matthew
believes that, in comparison with conventional fiat money, bitcoin is more halal,
justifying this by the fact that the conventional currency is based on usury, which is
prohibited by Sharia law.
3. Sheikh Dr. Adnan Al-Zahrani (former Chairman of the Sharia Supervisory Board of AlJazeera Bank): "Cryptocurrency is one of the types of currencies / money that
emerged as a result of the process of creating and developing money. In other words,
in the beginning the ego was just barter.then gold and silver coins, and then paper
money. Now virtual money, which is cryptocurrencies. And that's fine."
4. Mufti AbdulkAdarbArakatullah (member of the Sharia Committee at Al-Rayyan Bank) "I
am convinced that cryptocurrencies can become an effective tool for the further
development of Islamic finance».

Haram
1. Transactions with bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies are inappropriate from the point
of view of Islam. This was stated in the Department of Religious Affairs of Turkey. "The
purchase and sale of cryptocurrencies is inappropriate from the point of view of
religion due to the fact that these transactions are open to speculation and can easily
be used for illegal purposes, such as money laundering. Cryptocurrencies are also far
from government audit and oversight»
2. The fatwa of the Supreme Mufti of Egypt, Shawki Allam, about the prohibition of bitcoin
for Muslims. The fatwa of Mufti Allam states that bitcoin "is not an acceptable means of
monetary exchange, and therefore cannot be used in trade." "Bitcoin is prohibited from
the point of view of the principles of Sharia, because it harms individuals, groups of
people and institutions," the fatwa says

3. Sheikh Imran Hussein: Any currency that does not have its own intrinsic value
(intrinsicvalue) cannot be considered valid. Therefore, only gold or silver money can
meet the criteria of Sharia.
4. Prof. Ahmed KamelMidin Merah: In order for a digital currency to be accepted in the
Islamic finance industry, it must have a certain value, and electronic currencies must
be redeemed, for example, with gold. Otherwise it's not fair.
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The Main Approaches To The Admissibility Of The Use
Of Cryptocurrencies:

Neutral Attitude
1. The Sharia financial standards of AAOIFI do not yet cover this topic, although it is
possible that a Sharia standard on cryptocurrency will be developed in the future
2-3 years.
2. Fatwa of Monter Kahf about cryptocurrency. "Let's now look at the Sharia aspect.
Like any other currency, it is money within its community and the exchange of it for
other currencies is certainly subject, in my opinion, to the same currency exchange
conditions that exist in Charite. Namely: 1) there must be a delivery (transfer) of
both items of exchange, there must be no futures; 2) there should be no
speculation on the currency, that is, people who exchange crypto currency should
have a goal of buying or selling, in addition to the currency for the sake of the
currency (that is, the goal should be to buy it to use or sell it, because you received
it, but need another currency).
3. From the point of view of Sharia, bitcoin transactions carry elements of garar
(uncertainty of the transaction) and maisir (high risk inherent in gambling). In Islamic
law, there is also a concept that only the State prints money, and in the case of
mining, this concept does not work. Currently, no Sharia standard has been
developed for cryptocurrencies, since there are also no good reasons to ban them
as haram.
4. Fatwas on the site http://www.Islamweb.net
Q: What is the Sharia view on the acquisition of bitcoins?
A: Despite the presence of undesirable aspects in electronic money, such as
strong volatility and speculation, we still do not have the right to prohibit them,
since the above-mentioned negative indicators are already present in the
markets in most cases.
Q: What is the Sharia view on buying and selling electronic money (bitcoins), as
well as mining?

A: Anyone who has acquired electronic money in a legitimate way can use it, it is
permissible. Digital currency is different from paper money or regular coins. But
the purchase of this electronic money is regarded as a full-fledged currency
exchange.
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Summarizing the above, we can conclude that the cryptocurrency
economic system is not haram or halal in itself, it is a technology that can be
used for the benefit of Muslims and will become halal in this case. However, it
is clearly haram to violate Sharia law through any actions and technologies.

In Order For The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE As A Cryptocurrency Project
To Be Halal, It Is Planned To Implement The Following Measures:
The development of the project will be based on the entrepreneurial efforts
of the organizers and their work. According to the norms of Islamic ethics, the
wealth that comes from the owner's own work and entrepreneurial
efforts is righteous.
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will completely eliminate the possibility of speculative
transactions, margin trading and transactions that do not comply with Sharia
law. This will exclude garar and maisir and riba from the exchange.

SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will undergo
compliance with Sharia law.

SUSTAIN EXCHANGE
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE.

organizes

a

an

Islamic

Sharia

expert

Supervisory

assessment

Board

for

under

SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will use documents and procedures prepared on the
basis of long-term analysis that regulate the company's work with crypto
assets, in accordance with Sharia law.

1.4

Compliance Of Project Financing In The Cryptocurrency
Market With The Rules Of Islamic Finance

To properly understand how Islam and the principles of Islamic finance can relate to
cryptocurrencies, you need to understand the following economic phenomena, where
the Islamic economic model works and is approved by the Sharia rules:

There are many Islamic Stock Exchanges in the world, including the Kuala Lumpur Stock
Exchange, the Dubai Stock Exchange, the Khartoum Stock Exchange, etc. In addition,
there are many Islamic stock indexes such as S&P 500 ShariahIndex, S & P Europe 350
Shariah, KHARTOUM Index, KualaLumpurSyariahIndex (KLSI) and many others.
| White Paper
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The study "Islamic norms for stock screening A comparison between the
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange Islamic Index and the DowJones Islamic
Marke tIndex" states that the functioning of these exchanges is based on the
basic principles of Islam, such as: prohibition of usury, compliance with Sharia
law, prohibition of speculation, risk sharing.
In Malaysia, KLSESI, as an important SUST product, was introduced in 1997 to enable
Muslim investors to participate in equity investments in accordance with Sharia
principles. As of October 26, 2006, the shares of 642 of the 811 companies traded on the
exchange were approved by SAC SC as eligible securities. According to the SC, SAC
applies standard criteria as guidelines in determining whether the core assets of
companies listed in the KLSE are eligible for investment under Sharia law.

An Activity Is Considered Prohibited If:
1. Transactions are based on riba (percentages) such as commercial and commercial
banks, and financial companies.

2. Operations include gambling.
3. Activities include the production and / or sale of prohibited products (haram), such
as liquor, pork, and meat of animals killed outside of Sharia law.
4. Transactions contain elements of garar (uncertainty), as in ordinary insurance
companies. For companies whose activities consist of both acceptable and
unacceptable elements, SAC has established the following additional criteria::
5. The main activities of the companies should not contradict the principles of Sharia
law set out in the four above criteria. In addition, the proportion of illegal (haram)
elements should be very small compared to the main activities.
6. The public perception or image of the company must be good.

7. The main activity of the company is important and is maslahah (beneficial in
general) to the Muslim Ummah and the country, while the Haram (illegal) element in
the activity is absent or very small and is associated with aspects such as
ummubalwa( general difficult situation), uruf (customs) and the rights of the nonMuslim community that are accepted by Islam.
8. The level of interest income received from fixed deposits in conventional financial
institutions and other investments in interest-bearing accounts does not exceed the
levels set by SAC.
The development of the stock market is a good indicator of the country's economic
development. This can be easily traced to the achievements of Malaysia.
The stock market is a suitable place for Islamic investors to avoid the threat of inflation
and at the same time is an indicator of the development of the nation in terms of the
economy. For example, in Malaysia, the KLSI index, which consists of shares of
companies that comply with Sharia law and are admitted to trading by the Sharia
Advisory Board of the Securities Commission, is indeed associated with economic growth
in Malaysia.
The study, Macroeconomical Variable sand Malaysian Islamic Stock Market: A Time
Series Analysis, examines the relationship between Malaysia's GDP growth and the
growth of major stock indexes.
| White Paper
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The correlation is quite significant and shows that the growth of indices
causes GDP growth, while the decline of indices leads to a fall in GDP.Thus,
investment on the stock exchange from the point of view of Sharia is quite
acceptable, but with certain restrictions, the presence of a large
international experience and practice clearly proves this.
The World Bank-Islamic Development Bank Policy Report " LEVERAGING ISLAMIC
FINANCE FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (SMEs)", published in October 2015,
details crowdfunding as a way to finance businesses in accordance with Sharia law.

The Authors Distinguish The Following Types Of Crowdfunding:

Crowdfunding based on donations. Usually, sponsors support the initiative
through donations - no future compensation is expected.

Reward-based crowdfunding. Sponsors receive tokens for supporting the
initiative, possibly samples of products or services being developed.
Reward based crowdfunding is a great online place to pre-sell products
and use that revenue to produce goods and services.

Crowdfunding based on lending. While the first two types are more
philanthropic in nature, lending-based crowdfunding is an investment
vehicle through which crowd investors lend to startups or small businesses
to support their businesses in exchange for making a profit in the form of
interest payments.

Equity crowdfunding. Like credit-based crowdfunding, crowd investors
support startups or small businesses for financial gain. As part of an equity
investment, investors receive shares in the enterprise, so this can be
considered as a profit - loss sharing agreement. This method of
crowdfunding has parallels with the venture capital industry.

Of the listed forms of crowdfunding, only credit-based crowdfunding does not comply
with Islamic law. Other forms of crowdfunding are quite consistent with Sharia Law and
are actively used in Islamic finance.
| White Paper
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an electronic crowdfunding platform based in Jordan, was launched in
September 2013. It helps small businesses to meet their capital needs by raising funds
from a variety of investors, subsequently paying the amount received as part of the
profit, in the form of monthly payments or installments.

a crowdfunding platform based in Egypt, was launched in November 2012. It
addresses the funding gap for startups that are too big for incubators, too small for
venture capital funds, and too risky for banks. Startup funding ranges from $20,000 to
$200,000. To meet the needs of both start-ups and small and medium-sized enterprises,
companies can receive equity financing in the form of "Musharaki" and a reduced
"Musharaki" through the "Shekra"platform.
has received the Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum Islamic Economy
Award for Small Business Development in the United Arab Emirates and the Thomson
Reuters Ethical Finance Initiative Award and the Islamic Bank of Abu Dhabi.
From the perspective of Islamic Finance, equity-based crowdfunding represents a
significant opportunity to realize the core expectations of Islamic Finance by combining
the benefits of social development and investment opportunities based on profit and
loss sharing for a wide range of entrepreneurs and investors.
Currently, funding for promising startups and small businesses around the world must rely
on alternative sources of funding based on innovative financial services that increase
the availability of finance and the benefits of technological developments to meet the
needs of entrepreneurs around the world.

Over The Past Few Years, Innovative Financial Services Have Become
Increasingly Important. The Advantages Of Crowdfunding In Terms
Of Islamic Finance Include The Following:
1. Operates on the basis of profit and loss sharing (musharaka or mudaraba), as
required by the principles of islamic finance.
2. Provides access to capital for a wide range of entrepreneurs, thereby reducing the
funding gap
3. Opens up a new asset class for small and medium-sized investors;
4. Minimizing risks by dividing public capital across multiple startups
5. Promotes innovation
6. Job creation
7. Supports enterprise growth before possible future ipos in new sectors.
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To Ensure Compliance With Sharia Law,
Crowdfunding Must Meet The Following Criteria

Islamic

1. The platform must be managed by a Sharia Council.
2. Investments must be socially responsible.
3. Startups should operate on Sharia-compliant principles and should not generate
revenue from sources that do not comply with Sharia.
4. There should be clear restrictions so that in the future a startup can exclude activities
that are incompatible with Sharia law.
5. The shareholder structure and investor protection requirements should be designed
to comply with Sharia principles.
As practice shows, crowdfunding complies with the norms of Islam and is also actively
used in the practice of project financing, so there is no reason that crowdfunding based
on blockchain technologies does not comply with Islam.
Given the above, we believe it is possible to conclude that the idea of financing
projects through crowdfunding in the cryptocurrency market complies with the rules of
Islamic finance. However, for the right transactions in the cryptocurrency market, you
need to be very careful about the choice of cryptocurrencies and the location of such
transactions. It is obvious that a huge number of cryptocurrencies completely do not
comply with the rules of Sharia and a Muslim should beware of making transactions with
them.

At the same time, there are many projects that deserve attention and fully
comply with the rules of Sharia.
A Muslim needs to understand the essence of things, that is, to understand that there are
cryptocurrencies that are haram in essence, for the purpose of creation, and it is
necessary to separate this from the understanding that the instability of the
cryptocurrency market due to its immaturity and formation is not garar in essence, but
only a stage in the formation of the market. A Muslim needs a platform for making
transactions with the right cryptocurrencies, for participating in the development of
innovations, creating new unique projects and companies.
The company SUSTAIN EXCHANGE was founded to create a platform for halal projects,
to work in full compliance with the norms of Islam and Islamic finance. Our task is to help
Muslims and the community of crypto investors to understand what is in the
cryptocurrency market that complies with the rules of Sharia and what is not.

SUSTAIN EXCHANGE assumes that this will generally benefit the
market, since it is halal projects that are inherently useful and
valuable, and their definition will contribute to the development
of useful ideas and reduce the number of "haram" projects
in the market.
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1.4.1 Problems Of The Muslim Community
The Absence Of A Cryptocurrency Exchange Operating
In Accordance With Sharia Law.
The lack of a cryptocurrency platform that would guarantee operation in
accordance with Sharia law deters a significant number of Muslim investors from
entering the cryptocurrency markets.
The Lack Of A Unified Position Of The Muslim Community
Regarding Cryptocurrencies.
In fact, this is a problem of the lack of a systematic study of the cryptocurrency
market and its key elements based on Sharia law. The creation of the
cryptocurrency exchange SUSTAIN EXCHANGE and the formation of the Council
for Islamic Finance will allow the formation of an interested community, on a
systematic basis, formalizing the work of the crypto market on the basis of Sharia
norms.
The Uncertainty Of Muslims Regarding The Permissibility
Of Working With Cryptocurrencies.
Ethical uncertainty about the compliance of individual cryptocurrencies and
the market as a whole with Sharia law. it leads to distancing, and as a result, the
non-involvement of almost a quarter of the world's population in the
technologically innovative financial sector.
Zakat Is Not Paid From The Turnover
Of Existing Cryptocurrency Exchanges.
One of the sacred pillars of Islam is to pay zakat. SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will
allocate 5% of its net quarterly revenue and 2.5% of its annual net profit to
charitable causes. These contributions will form the basis for the SUSTAINABLE
Charity foundation.

1.4.2 Market Problems
Extremely low involvement of
Muslims in the cryptocurrency
market. The community of 1.8
billion people needs to
create a crypto platform that
functions in accordance with
the principles of Islam. The
creation of the SUSTAIN
EXCHANGE will allow the
formation of a huge new
sector of the cryptocurrency
market, aimed at devout
Muslims and users of
Islamic finance.
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Lack of community trust in the
key tools of the crypto
market. The cryptocurrency
market needs self-regulation
through the formation of
ethical standards for doing
business in the industry. The
cryptocurrency platform
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE, which
operates in strict accordance
with the principles of Islamic
finance, guarantees security,
honesty, transparency of
business and the complete
absence of speculation on
the part of the company.

Lack of new markets and
investors. The dynamic
development of the crypto
market depends on the
constant attraction of new
participants and sectors of
the economy. The SUSTAIN
EXCHANGE project can
become both a guide to the
market for a Muslim
audience, and a platform
for launching many
halal projects.
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1.4.3 The Significance Of The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE Project
For The Participants And Its Uniqueness

The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE project has no analogues in the world. Today,
there is not a single crypto platform or cryptocurrency exchange that
guarantees activities based on Sharia law. SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will be the
first project that will allow you to make cryptocurrency transactions in
accordance with the principles of Islamic finance and on the basis of
Sharia law.

The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE project is aimed at a huge audience of 1.8 billion
potential users-Muslims of the global cryptocurrency market.

Processability of the project. The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE project is designed in
accordance with the highest security standards and has a unique
technical quality of key software solutions.

The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE project forms a system of values based on the
norms of Sharia and the principles of Islamic finance, which will become
the basis for self-regulation of the cryptocurrency market and will increase
the level of trust in key cryptocurrency instruments.

Full transparency of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE project. The transparency of
the project and secure jurisdictions allow the exchange to implement the
possibility of buying and selling cryptocurrencies for fiat currencies.
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2.1

Project Goals And Mission

The sustain exchange project is developing a cryptocurrency exchange based on sharia
law. The goal of the sustain exchange project is to create a cryptocurrency platform,
exchange and services that comply with sharia law and work on the principles of islam.
The mission of the sustain exchange project is to create conditions and services based
on the high moral and cultural values of islam and provide access to them to all users of
the crypto economy. The key task of the sustainable exchange is to create a structure
that will set new ethical standards for doing business in the industry. The name of the
sustain exchange is a big responsibility for the creators of the project.
The islamic cryptocurrency exchange is an alternative to investing in the cryptocurrency
market, the main principles of which will be a ban on investments in industries engaged
in gambling, usury, in financial pyramids offering immoral types of services, as well as in
companies engaged in the production of alcoholic beverages and tobacco products.
Among other things, if the company or its employees are suspected of dishonesty, as
well as carrying excessive investment risk, investments in such companies are also
unacceptable, and they will not be allowed to be listed on the exchange.
The stated restrictions should be considered not only with religious overtones, the
exclusion of low-quality assets from the list is a good basis for making reliable and safe
investments. Sustain exchange is not only a platform for muslims and islamic blockchain
startups, it is an open marketplace for everyone who wants to build an honest and
technological business.
Several jurisdictions and licenses are planned for the sustain exchange. The goal is to
minimize any risks, the ability to work with fiduciary money, including trading in
cryptocurrencies, depositing and withdrawing funds through banks.
"monotheism requires faith. Faith requires adherence to the canons. The canons
oblige a person to be educated. The one who is deprived of education is far from
the canons, faith and monotheism."
"good breeding is a strict commitment to what embellishes deeds, actions."

"People need to believe that cryptocurrencies are fair, reliable, and secure. And in this
we see a great opportunity for the market to use the simple and obvious principles of the
honesty of islam. Currently, there are no companies offering comprehensive solutions for
islamic crypto investments. We intend to solve this problem. Our clients and investors,
using our services, will be sure that their actions are fully consistent with the principles of
islam, which will be confirmed not only by the opinion of our advisory board, but also by
the opinion of experts and the general opinion of the community.“
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2.2

Project principles and values

The principles and values of the project coincide with the principles on which Islamic
finance is based and are based on Sharia law.

Basic Principles Of The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE Project:
1. SUSTAIN EXCHANGE is guided by the values of Islam and Sharia law
in its activities.
2. SUSTAIN EXCHANGE guarantees that on the exchange, there will be a ban on
credit transactions using interest, interest transactions, growth on debt
(ribanasia) and growth on exchange (ribafadl).
3. SUSTAIN EXCHANGE guarantees that the exchange will have a ban on
margin transactions with significant uncertainty (garar).

4. SUSTAIN EXCHANGE guarantees that the exchange will prohibit the use of the
platform for financing certain sectors of the economy: gambling, pork
production, alcoholic beverages and others (maisir), as defined by the Sharia
Supervisory Board.
5. SUSTAIN EXCHANGE guarantees that there is no excess gharar (al-gharar alqasir) in transactions. Garar (or speculative, excessive risk) is not acceptable
under Sharia law. All types of transactions that will be technically possible on
the exchange will be checked for the presence of gharar by the Council for
Islamic Finance. Under no circumstances will transactions be made on the
SUST exchange to manipulate the market. This guarantees compliance with
the condition of sharing the risk of profit and loss between the parties to the
transaction, in the case of transactions involving the occurrence of such risks.
The concept of "Islamic finance" is based on honesty, reliability and transparency, based
on the culture, ethics and principles of Sharia. The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE project will
demonstrate how the principles of Islam and Islamic finance will be implemented in
a cryptocurrency project.

2.3

Addressing Key Issues

SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will solve the key problems that exist in the Islamic crypto economy
and significantly hinder its development.

2.3.1 SUSTAIN EXCHANGE Will Solve The Problem Of Halal
Cryptocurrency Transactions
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will create an exchange and guarantee to Muslims that it operates
in accordance with the principles on which Islamic finance is based and the values of
Islam. Muslims will receive a tool that will allow Islamic finance and the Islamic Economic
System to use technologies that will determine the future of world finance.
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2.3.2 SUSTAIN EXCHANGE Will Solve The Problem Of
Excessive Risks Of Cryptocurrency Systems
Working on the principles of Islamic finance and observing the norms of Sharia, SUSTAIN
EXCHANGE will solve the problem of excessive risks of cryptocurrency systems by eliminating the
speculative component from the exchange's work.
This will help to stabilize the cryptocurrency platform, increase its reliability and protect the users
of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE from excessive risks, the acceptance of which is directly prohibited by
Sharia law when making transactions.

2.3.3 SUSTAIN EXCHANGE Will Solve The Problem Of
Developing The Islamic Cryptocurrency Infrastructure
The creation of the cryptocurrency platform SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will lay the foundation for the
development of the crypto-economic infrastructure. The creation of such an infrastructure will
allow Muslims to gain access to key innovative economic tools.
There is not a single Islamic cryptocurrency exchange in the world. Therefore, there is no party
that guarantees its participants the absence of coins and projects that do not comply with Sharia
law in the listing. After all, many cryptocurrencies are haram according to Islam for a number of
reasons. We will create the world's first cryptocurrency exchange that complies with Sharia law.
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will become a universal solution for the involvement of Muslims and users of
Muslim finance in the cryptocurrency market. The exchange will operate according to the
principles of Islam, but it is open to all users, of course, regardless of religion.
The lack of a single news portal where investors can get information about both individual
cryptocurrencies and blockchain projects that comply with the norms of Islam is also one of the
problems that we intend to solve. The SUSTAINABLE Crypto portal will be created as part of the
marketing strategy for promoting the SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE. It will publish both official fatwas,
regulatory documents, and any news from the world of cryptocurrencies. Analysis and expert
opinions, including on the relationship of Islam to the industry as a whole, and
to individual projects.
Many Muslims are not informed or deluded about the compliance of cryptocurrencies with
Sharia law. Therefore, they avoid investing in any cryptocurrency assets. One of the most
important distinguishing features of our project is the management of the company in
accordance with the Islamic management model, which complements the generally accepted
standards of business management.
But the most important difference is that in our company, one of the most important
management bodies and decision-making centers is the Council for Islamic Finance. All this will
contribute to the fact that our company will provide high-quality information to the Muslim
society about the cryptocurrency market, will carry out an explanatory mission, and promote the
involvement of the Muslim community in the cryptocurrency market.
Also, understanding this problem encourages us to create not only an exchange, but also a
forum and portal for a comprehensive solution to this problem. The presence of a language
barrier. Most crypto currency exchanges and news outlets are published in English,
Chinese,Russian, Korean, and Japanese. Millions of investors, even if they understand spoken
English, have to spend a lot of time trying to understand specific terms. Our exchange and other
services will be multilingual. They will be available in English, Arabic, Indonesian, Malaysian,
Russian, and Chinese. In the future, additional languages will be added in accordance with the
geography of users of our resources.
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3.1

ISLAMIC GOVERNANCE MODEL

Sustain exchange integrates the islamic management model into the business risk
management and management system as an integral part of the company's
management system.

The Islamic Sustainable Exchange Management Model Will Be Based
On The Following Approaches:
Supervision of the management of the sustainable exchange over the
compliance of the activities with the islamic principles;
Responsibility of the management of the sustain exchange for compliance with
the islamic principles;
The council for islamic finance, which will oversee the compliance of the
practice of sustainable exchange with the norms and principles of muslim law;

Implementation of internal sharia supervision (shariah review);

The work of the internal research and development department (shariah
research);

Regular audit of the activities of the sustain exchange (shariah audit);

Managing the risk of non-compliance with islamic principles;

Development and publication of reports on the activities of the sustain
exchange, the main provisions and expert opinions (resolutions).
These requirements correspond to the islamic corporate governance system developed
on the basis of the accounting and auditing organization for islamic financial institutions
(aaoifi) [16] and the islamic financial services board (ifsb) standards, which ensures that
the sustainable exchange will be managed in accordance with the norms of islam.
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3.2

Islamic Finance Council

An important condition for the functioning of an islamic financial institution is its
compliance with the principles of islamic finance, in connection with which sustain
exchange will create a council for islamic finance (council for compliance with the
principles of islamic finance).
The council for islamic finance is a department consisting of experts in the field of
investment, blockchain technologies and islamic finance, which, in accordance with
the regulations on the council for islamic finance of the sustainable exchange, ensures
compliance with the norms of islam in terms of the implementation of the activities of
the sustainable exchange, the listing of crypto assets placed on the exchange, develops
and approves standards and regulations governing the activities of the exchange. At
the same time, the council for islamic finance is an independent body that monitors
compliance with the principles of islamic finance.
The council for islamic finance will make the most important decisions on the admission
to trading of a particular cryptocurrency. In addition to standardized procedures for
checking for compliance with sharia law, the board makes a final decision, which is
mandatory for the management of the company and all its structures.
The members of the council are authoritative experts in the field of islamic law and
islamic finance, experts in the field of islamic banking and the cryptocurrency market.
The minimum composition of the council is at least 3 permanent members and at least 2
advisers. One of the options for strengthening the responsibility of the sustainable
exchange in the future will be the formation of a two-level system of sharia supervision.
When the set goals are achieved, two - level supervision will be formed-external
and internal.

oversight will be
carried out by the islamic finance
council, which will be formed within
the sustain exchange.

3.3

supervision will be
carried out by representatives of an
independent organization with the authority
to carry out such activities. The tasks of
external Sharia supervision will include
verifying the correctness of decisions made
by the internal Sharia Council of
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE.

The SUSTAIN Charity Foundation

One of the sacred pillars of Islam is to pay zakat. Zakat is intended to establish the
principles of justice, mercy and honesty in society. According to Sharia, its payment
means that the income received and the wealth acquired are not sinful.
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE is committed to contributing 5% of its net income for each quarter
and 2.5% of its annual net income to charitable causes. These contributions will form the
basis for the SUSTAINABLE Charity foundation.
For everyone who wants to participate in charity, SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will provide an
opportunity to show virtue, make donations to support specific people who are in dire
need of it. Benefactors will have access to information about what assistance was
provided, to whom and in what amount.
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A lot of money is earned in the cryptocurrency market, and SUSTAIN
EXCHANGE proceeds from the fact that working in cyberspace, in the field
of high technologies, one should not forget about the need to help other
people in a difficult situation.
Maintaining the integrity of society, helping and supporting individuals is the mission of
the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE Foundation. The main task of the SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE
charitable foundation will be to support orphans, to carry out an educational mission, to
find talented children and to help them get a high-quality education in the field of IT.
The SUSTAINABLE Charity will cooperate with charitable foundations and will provide all
possible assistance where it is needed.

3.4

Project Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of the

Developing the lost software of the

The Choice Was Made As A Result Of An Analysis Of The Key
Advantages Of The Jurisdiction:
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE U. A. E. is a division of SUSTAIN EXCHANGE engaged in
software development.

01

02

03

The jurisdiction
has relatively
low support staff
costs and
transaction costs.

The UAE is the
most promising in
terms of the
company's
image,
reliability and
transparency.

The UAE has an
excellent legal
and regulatory
framework,
excellent
opportunities for a
company
specializing in
customer service
based on the
principles of
Islamic law.

This is necessary for the existence of a regulated jurisdiction for cryptocurrencies, which
will allow you to obtain licenses for working with fiduciary money, expand the geography
of your presence, increase reliability, and minimize political and regulatory risks.
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4.1

Technical Principles Of The Exchange

Sustain exchange creates a technological service that will provide traders and investors
with an optimal set of tools. The technical principles of sustain exchange can be
formulated as follows:

4.1.1 Innovative And Fast Matching Engine Sustain Exchange
The sustain exchange platform will be able to process up to 3,000,000 requests per
second, making sustain exchange one of the fastest crypto exchanges. Users will be
guaranteed that their applications will never be suspended due to platform congestion.

4.1.2 Consistent Development Of The Sustain Exchange Functionality
1. The key functions of the crypto exchange will be implemented on the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE

2. The user's crypto wallet.
3. Spot trading.
4. Technical analysis tools
5. Unlimited withdrawal of funds.
6. Trading in crypto assets for fiat money

4.1.3 Support for trading pairs in key cryptocurrencies
The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will consistently expand the number of cryptocurrency pairs
traded. The exchange will list only those coins that do not raise doubts about their
reliability, have a wide user base and liquidity. An additional requirement will be the
approval of the listing by the Islamic Finance Council.

SUSTAIN
EXCHANGE
Will
Following Cryptocurrencies:

BTC

Support

ETH
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Cryptocurrencies by
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4.1.4 Cross-platform Trading Clients And Device Support
SUST Will Provide Access To Cross-platform Trading Clients:

Browser-based
client for online
trading

Android
User Client

iOS Custom
Client

HTML5 Mobile
Client

4.1.5 Multilingual Technical Support
Support Arabic, English, Russian, Chinese, Malay, and Indonesian on all user interfaces.
An alpha release is planned in English and Arabic. Additional languages will be added
sequentially.

4.2

Generating The Exchange's Revenue

The following revenue generation model will be used as the basis for the activities of the
SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE.

The SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE Revenue Generation Model

Currency Exchange Fee

The currency exchange fee will be charged at a fixed rate of
0.05% to 0.2 % per transaction.

Withdrawal Fee

No withdrawal fee is charged, except for the fee withheld by
the bank when withdrawing fiat funds
The SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE will make a decision on the listing
of tokens based on their compliance with the principles of the
exchange and charge a listing fee depending on the current
trading volume

Listing Fee

Margin Trading

Margin trading on the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will be prohibited

Other Commissions

Commissions may be set for services provided by third-party
organizations in favor of SUSTAIN EXCHANGE customers

According to the Roadmap and the current pace of development, the Islamic
cryptocurrency platform SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will enter the top ten of the world's largest
within 12 months
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4.3

Exchange Security

The security of the SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE will be ensured both by the best
developments in the field of cybersecurity, and by a high level of business transparency.
This will be ensured by the transparency of the key processes of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE,
as well as by an independent management body – the Council for Islamic Finance.
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE organizes a secure development lifecycle (SDL) in which it adheres
to all industry standards. SUSTAIN EXCHANGE implements threat modeling and STRIDE
analysis, Static Code analysis( SAST), dynamic code analysis (DAST), and hacking testing.
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will use the encryption standards recommended by NIST (AES-256,
SHA256 / SHA3) and will not use proprietary encryption schemes. All user data, including
internal traffic, will be encrypted.

SUST Ensures That:

01

All sensitive data are encrypted using AES-256 encryption;

02

When data transfer will use TLS 1.2;

03

Website SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will use SSL certificates (EV SSL);

04

Passwords and keys are stored using a one-way hash (SHA3);

05

SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will support internal protocols, operating safety;

06

SUSTAIN EXCHANGE organizes regular audits of certificates and
security protocols.
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5.1. Trader Rating
5.1.1 The Concept Of Rating
Rating an indicator that reflects the effectiveness of the trader's work. The main purpose
of the rating is to evaluate the effectiveness and financial performance of a trader to
interested parties by comparing the results obtained with the achievements of other
rating participants, or using their own criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of a trader
based on the absolute values of the rating.
The user of information about the rating value independently decides on the
effectiveness of the rating participant, his personal perception and subjective
assessment are decisive in the formation of an assessment of the rating value and its
individual participants.
This indicates the relativity of ratings, so for the correct assessment of their values and
further interpretation necessary for decision-making, it is necessary to be guided by its
own evaluation targets, such as expected return, risk, etc. In any case, a low rating value
indicates a low return on the trader's work, and a negative value indicates losses
in his activities.
Each trader independently determines whether to make the rating public or not. If the
trader has counterparties (connected users of the trading signals system), the rating will
be public. The option to disable publicity will become available only after you stop
working with counterparties. The trader can disable users by notifying them in advance 7
days before disabling trading signals. (The system should analyze this)

5.1.2 Rating Application And Its Users
The scope of practical application of the rating is not limited to the ecosystem of the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE exchange, any external users can track the effectiveness of the
trader by fixing the performance by including the trader in a constantly updated rating.
The rating used on the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE is impossible to fake, correct or in any way
affect its value, thanks to the use of blockchain technology. Historical data is recorded
without the possibility of editing and outside interference.
The rating is calculated for each account opened on the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE. Trading
on each account is unique and in general, the financial indicators on each account
correspond to the overall professionalism of the trader. However, past data may not
reflect increased professionalism, and different trading strategies may distort the overall
picture of a trader's performance. That is why each account has its own rating.
The trader's personal rating is only available if the trader participates in the TSS program
as a service provider.
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5.2

TSS System

Trading signal system, one of the features of the system being developed, is a service for
investors that provides the possibility of a paid subscription to the trading signals of
exchange traders with automatic reproduction of these transactions on their accounts.

5.2.1 TSS System Options
Copy
Trading

Trading
Signals

Copitrading-the delivery of trading signals is carried out by automatically
duplicating the orders placed and placing orders on the account to
which the delivery of open transactions is carried out by the owner of the
account from which the delivery of trading signals is carried out.
Trading signals-delivery of trading signals to the client. The client
independently decides whether to use the signal or not. The signal is
delivered by a message in the terminal. An option is possible, when you
click on it, the transition to the traded instrument takes place and the
order parameters specified in the signal are set, the client has the
opportunity to change them (amount, price, SL and TP parameters) and
set the order independently.

5.2.2 Procedure For The Provision Of Services
There Are The Following Options For The Cost Of Services Provided:

01

02

03

Free of charge

Percentage of capital
gains (paid monthly, as
a transfer % of the
amount of capital
gains). It is set by the
service provider
independently.

A fixed fee per month
(possible options for
a loss-making month,
payment is not
made or payment is
always made)

In the event of losses, the payment of % capital gains are only possible for the period
when the balance of allocated funds at the end of the period exceeds the balance at
the beginning of the period from which the losses occurred. (for example, 3 months. In a
row, the user paid % for capital gains, then for 2 months. the allocated funds were at a
loss, for 6 months, the profit covered the decrease in capital for 4 and 5 months, % is
paid from the difference between the value of assets at the end of 6 months and the
value of assets at the beginning of 4 months).
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The user receives a monthly report on
the use of the TSS system

The supplier receives a monthly report on
the use of the TSS system

The user can disconnect independently at
any time, if it is impossible for technical
reasons - to do this, according to the
application sent to the exchange.

Any transaction must have a measurement
in USD and BTC and be recorded in
the system.

Risk management of the trading signals
system allows you to manage the number of
connected accounts, automatically
disconnect from the system
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6.1

Sust Token

The cryptocurrency platform sustain exchange implements the ability to purchase sust
tokens by users within the token sale. The purpose of the token sale is to attract users and
scale the cryptocurrency exchange sustain exchange and provide access to the
products of sustain exchange to the widest possible range of users.
The sust tokens of the sustain exchange cryptocurrency exchange are based on the
erc20 standard and are subject to automatic execution upon the occurrence of preagreed conditions.

01

Sust tokens are the property of their owners and provide full unconditional access
to the products of the cryptocurrency exchange sustain exchange

02

Sust token holders cannot influence the decision-making team of the sustain
exchange cryptocurrency exchange and do not influence its activities. Sust tokens
are not securities, shares or their equivalent and do not give the right to ownership
of the islamic cryptocurrency exchange sustain exchange.

03

Sust tokens will be distributed in accordance with the terms and conditions in
proportion to the amount transferred by users during the token sale.

04

The sust token will be accepted as a means of payment for the products of the
cryptocurrency exchange sustain exchange.

05

The sust token can be freely exchanged by its owners for fiat money and other
cryptocurrencies.

06

Users will be able to buy and sell sust tokens, the value of the sust token will be
determined based on supply and demand on the internal platform of the
cryptocurrency exchange sustain exchange.
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6.2

Token Sale Terms And Conditions

SUST tokens will be distributed in accordance with the terms and conditions in proportion
to the amount transferred by the participants of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE during the
TOKEN SALE. SUST tokens, allow payment for all the services of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE
and, in addition, can be converted to ETH/USB on the open market.

Terms Of The TOKEN SALE
Technical Limit Of Token Issuance

400 000 000

Token Sales Volume

Before 133 000 000

Soft Cap

$ 5 000 000

Hard Cap

$ 2 000 000

The Amount Of Fees For Closed And Pre-sales Of Hardcap

$ 1 000 000

The Volume Of Fees On The Crowdsale

$ 19 000 000

The Price Of The Token In USD

0,15$

Acceptable Form Of Payment

Eth, Btc, Usd, Aed

Start Date Of The Closed Pre-sale

-

End Date Of The Closed Pre-sale

-

Start Date Of The Public Pre-sale

-

End Date Of The Public Pre-sale

-

Crowdsale Start Date

-

Crowdsale End Date

-

Token Issue Date

-

Launching A Smart Contract

-

Stock Listing

-

Minimum Amount Of Token Redemption

100
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6.3

Token Distribution

The circulation of the SUST token begins with the initial distribution of tokens during the
TOKEN SALE at an initial exchange value of $ 0.15. The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE issues
a maximum of 400,000,000 SUST tokens at an initial cost of $ 0.15 per 1 SUST token.
At launch, the cost of the SUST token will be estimated at 0.15 USD. The only issue of SUST
tokens will occur during the TOKEN SALE and will be a pre-sale of access to the use of the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE services.

Distribution Of SUST Token Funds.

The total share of tokens distributed to the community during the TOKEN SALE;

Tokens allocated for marketing purposes and bounty company

Creation of a reserve fund that stabilizes the operation of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE and
the value of the token, as well as maintaining the liquidity of the exchange
and the token.

Team

Tokens Intended For The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE Team Will Be Frozen
And Will Be Unblocked:

15%

After 12 months from the start date of the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE

85%

After 24 months from the start date of the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE
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The start date of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE is the date of the full launch of the
exchange (according to the roadmap, July 2021).

The adviser tokens not paid to the advisors will be credited to the reserve
fund. Subsequently, they can be paid to the advisors involved at the stage
of the company's activity.

Tokens paid as part of the bounty campaign are available immediately
after the completion of the TOKEN SALE.

The reserve fund is used for liquidity management and other purposes,
in accordance with the rules of use of the reserve fund.

The reserve fund cannot be used for free sale in order to obtain additional
funds for the company.

SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will focus on providing solutions, products, and features of the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE that can be implemented quickly and efficiently, increasing the
relevance, circulation speed, and value of SUST tokens.
The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE company will ensure that the tokens are owned by people who
buy SUST tokens no later than February 28, 2021, provided that they provide the
necessary information. SUST tokens can be distributed within 10 days from the end of the
Token Sale, but SUST tokens will be inactive and cannot be used or exchanged.
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6.4

Formation Of The Token Value

The internal economy of the cryptocurrency exchange from SUSTAIN EXCHANGE is built
on the deflationary model of the token and is calculated on the basis of a monetary
equation linking the quantitative volume of issued tokens and their value volume
required to service planned transactions. This will ensure the predictable exchange rate
of the token and stabilize the internal economic processes of the platform.
When building the internal economy of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE cryptocurrency
exchange, both the key aspects of the monetary and currency policy of regulators, as
well as other external factors that will affect the price of SUST tokens, were taken into
account. Payment of commissions within the framework of the cryptocurrency
exchange SUSTAIN EXCHANGE will be accepted both in SUST tokens and in the currency
of the transaction. Payment of commissions in SUST tokens, provides a 50% discount on
commission payments. If the user does not have any tokens on the exchange wallet, the
purchase of SUST tokens will be made automatically at the exchange rate at the time of
the transaction in the amount sufficient to pay the exchange commission.
The growing demand for SUST tokens with the growth of volumes and the introduction of
additional products will increase the cumulative volume of transactions within the
exchange, which will also affect the change in the price of the SUST token. The
commissions accepted in SUST tokens are the basis of the income of the SUSTAINABLE
EXCHANGE exchange, which determines the interest of the SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE in
maintaining a stable exchange rate and liquidity of the tokens.
Therefore, to support the deflation of the token, 10 % of the tokens received by the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE as commissions will be burned without returning to circulation. This
will make it possible to systematically reduce the total number of tokens in circulation,
which, together with an increase in the volume of transactions, will lead to a projected
increase in the token rate.
The tokens will be burned until 50% of the initial issue is repaid. The remaining tokens will
remain in circulation to ensure intra-exchange turnover. Thus, the value of the token will
be linked to the growth of the exchange's turnover and will change in proportion to its
volume. Being a participant in the creation of the first cryptocurrency exchange in the
Republic of Kazakhstan is a great opportunity to contribute not only to the development
of the industry, but also to the creation of new moral values and guidelines in the
cryptocurrency market.

Key Points On Which The Operation Of The SUST Token Will Be Based:
1. The token is the access key and payment method for all products and services of the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE.
2. The initial issued number of tokens is the maximum and final, no additional issue is provided.
3. Tokens accepted by SUSTAIN EXCHANGE as commissions for their services are partially burned
(in the amount of 10%), without returning to circulation. This will lead to a gradual decrease in
their number and a decrease in the total supply of tokens.
4. Tokens will be burned until their total volume is 50 % of the original issue. The remaining tokens
are necessary, as they perform a payment and turnover function on the SUST Source
platform, and they are used to pay for services and services.
5. Since tokens perform a turnover and payment function on the SUST Source platform, the
need for them will grow with the growth of the transaction volume. You can meet the
growing demand by increasing the number of tokens or increasing the offer price.
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The number of tokens will not increase, it will decrease due to the fact that
some of the tokens will be burned. The only way to meet the growing
demand for a decreasing number of tokens is to increase the exchange rate
of the token.
Example: a user on the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE exchange purchases Bitcoin in the amount
of $ 100,000. The current commission rate of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE for this operation is
0.2 %. However, the user chose the function of paying the commission in SUST tokens,
and thus, the commission will be 0.1%. But, there are no SUST tokens on
his exchange wallet.
This means that in parallel with the application for the purchase of Bitcoin, an
application for SUST tokens in the amount of$ 100 is automatically generated to pay the
transaction commission. At the exchange rate of 0.01 $ /1 SUST, 1,000 SUST tokens will be
purchased on the exchange, which will be transferred to the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE as a
commission when the transaction for the purchase of Bitcoin is closed.

90 % - 900 SUST tokens are sold on the exchange, generating SUST Source revenue, 10 % 100 SUST tokens are burned, reducing their total amount. Thus, the SUSTAINABLE
EXCHANGE is interested in maintaining the liquidity of the SUST token and its stable
exchange rate, guaranteeing the interests of the primary token holders.

Advantages Of The SUST Token:
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE is the first
kazakhstan cryptocurrency
exchange. Great potential for the
development of the project and
the growth of the customer base.
The project solves the global
problem of the involvement of
citizens of the republic
of kazakhstan in the
cryptocurrency market.

The company will dispose of 10% of
the received tokens, which will
reduce their number with growing
demand, which will contribute to
the stable growth of the token rate.
The amount of commissions
received is easy to track, which will
not allow manipulating the amount
of funds allocated for the
purchase of tokens.

Being the first in the Republic of Kazakhstan to offer a high-quality solution in the
cryptocurrency market is the most important factor in the value of investments in SUST.
The significant demand potential of our services and their uniqueness is the basis for a
fast-growing and profitable business.
The idea of popularizing crypto investments through high-quality services has not only a
commercial, but also a significant ideological context. This should have a positive
impact on the growth of our project and its further development.
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7.1

Financial Forecasts Of The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE

The most important planned indicator of the exchange is the volume of trading
on the exchange.

Forecast of trading volumes and revenue of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE
Trading Volume
Per Month, $

Transaction
Fee, $

Monthly
Income, $

Q1, 2022

68 040 000

136 080

140 616

Q2, 2022

117 573 120

235 146

242 984

Q3, 2022

178 814 019

357 628

371 172

Q4, 2022

271 953 771

543 908

567 312

Q1, 2023

361 970 469

723 941

764 384

Q2, 2023

481 782 694

963 565

1 033 452

Q3, 2023

641 252 766

1 282 506

1 403 269

Q4, 2023

853 507 432

1 707 015

1 915 694

Q1, 2024

1 045 583 305

2 091 167

2 451 764

Q2, 2024

1 280 884 509

2 561 769

3 184 882

Q3, 2024

1 569 138 601

3 138 277

4 215 016

Q4, 2024

1 796 506 784

3 593 014

5 453 618

The commission of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE exchange will be 0.05% to 0.2% percent from
the transaction, depending on the trading volume. The average forecast value
will be 0.125%
Thus, the commission from the transaction will be 0.125% for the seller of the asset and
the same amount for the buyer. Accordingly, the projected commission amount will be
0.25% The commission amount corresponds to the average market values.
On average, market players receive income from other commission fees up to 100% of
commissions from trading turnover. We plan to increase this figure from 20%, with a
subsequent increase to 50% of the commissions received from the trade turnover. The
exchange's turnover depends on many factors, both internal and external.
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The Most Important Internal Factors Include The Following

01

02

03

Number of instruments
available for trading

The amount
of customer funds
(the amount of funds
placed, the number
of accounts)

The coefficient
of turnover of funds

Forecast of SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE turnover at the end of the first
year of project implementation
Cryptocurrency Exchange

Trading Volume, 24h (Million Usd)

Binance

29 013

Bitfinex

1 312

Kraken

1 913

Bitstamp

896

KuCoin

741

Huobi Global

9 099

CoinBase

3 846

SUSTAIN.EXCHANGE
SUSTAIN.EXCHANGE

Forecast of trading volume, 24 hours (million USD)
30,4
Forecast of trading volume, month (million USD)
913,2

The trading volume is taken as the average volume of exchange trading of
cryptocurrency exchanges that occupy leading positions in the market. The forecast
trading volume in 24 months is 30.4 million US dollars per day, and almost 913.2 million US
dollars per month.
Based on this, a plan for achieving this indicator is built, as well as a model for further
development. Tokens and cryptocurrencies that previously existed and project tokens
launched on the company's platform will be listed on the SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE
exchange.
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Existing tokens will be added in accordance with the requests of the user
community, after the decision of the Council for Islamic Finance of the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE exchange
Tokens of projects launched on the SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE platform will initially comply
with the requirements of Sharia, and also by the decision of the Council for Islamic
Finance will be allowed to be listed on the SUSTAINABLE EXCHANGE.

Forecasts of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE by the number of traded
instruments on the exchange
Number of instruments on the exchange
Admitted
from outside

Running on the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE

TOTAL

Q1, 2022

10

-

10

Q2, 2022

25

1

26

Q3, 2022

50

5

55

Q4, 2022

53

10

63

Q1, 2023

56

12

68

Q2, 2023

59

14

73

Q3, 2023

62

16

78

Q4, 2023

65

18

83

Q1, 2024

68

20

88

Q2, 2024

71

22

93

Q3, 2024

74

24

98

Q4, 2024

77

26

103
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7.2

Trading Activity And Customer Funds

Planned Indicators Of Funds Placed On The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE
Trading Volume
Per Quarter, $

Number Of Active
Accounts

Customer
Funds, $

Q1, 2022

68 040 000

10 080

2 041 200

Q2, 2022

117 573 120

17 418

3 527 194

Q3, 2022

178 814 019

30 099

6 094 991

Q4, 2022

271 953 771

52 011

10 532 144

Q1, 2023

361 970 469

89 874

18 199 544

Q2, 2023

481 782 694

155 303

31 448 812

Q3, 2023

641 252 766

268 363

54 343 548

Q4, 2023

853 507 432

463 732

93 905 651

Q1, 2024

1 045 583 305

801 328

162 268 965

Q2, 2024

1 280 884 509

1 384 695

280 400 771

Q3, 2024

1 569 138 601

2 392 753

484 532 532

Q4, 2024

1 796 506 784

4 134 678

837 272 215

There are more than 106 users of cryptocurrencies in the world. This means that less than
2% of the world's population have been or are users of cryptocurrencies. In the Islamic
world, there are significantly fewer users of cryptocurrencies.
The problems that hinder the involvement of Muslims in the crypto community will
gradually be overcome. And if we estimate the potential for engagement in 2021 at
0.2% with a subsequent growth perspective, then the forecast of Muslims involved in the
crypto economy will grow significantly.
Our forecast does not take into account the growth of the average account size on the
exchange, and also assumes that trading activity on other exchanges is 5-10 times
higher than we forecast on the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE. This is due to the assumption that
restrictions on the traded instruments and a lower level of trading activity among our
users will cause a decrease in trading activity to forecast levels.
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7.3

Islamic Crypto Investment Growth Forecast

Forecast Of Muslim Involvement In The Crypto Economy
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

Muslims, thousand
people

1 770 000

1 823 100

1 877 793

1 934 127

1 992 151

Percentage of
users of crypto
assets, %

0,2%

0,5%

0,7%

1,0%

1,0%

Forecast of those
involved in the
crypto economy,
thousand people

3 540

9 116

13 145

19 341

19 922

Given the development of Islamic finance in the world, it is possible to make
assumptions about the possible potential of crypto investments. On the other hand, the
more people are involved in the cryptocurrency market, the more popular the crypto
economy as a whole will become. Therefore, with the growth of the market, the
potential of Islamic crypto investments will also increase.

Forecast Of The Growth Potential Of Islamic Crypto Investments For
2022-2026
Years

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

Total market
capitalization,
billion $

2 400

3 500

4 700

5 800

6 700

including Islamic
crypto
investments, $

72

126

176,7

244,18

316,24

Share of Islamic
Crypto
investments, %

3%

3,36%

3,76%

4,21%

4,72%

At the current valuation of Islamic crypto investments of $ 19 billion. And with a potential
of $ 316.24 billion, Islamic cryptocurrency investments have a growth potential of
approximately 270% on average, i.e. in fact, in order to reach the level of $ 316.24 billion
in 5 years (assuming the growth of the cryptocurrency market), Islamic crypto
investments must grow 5 times faster.
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In general, the average value of 270% means that in fact, Islamic
cryptocurrency investments have such growth potential, and there are some
assumptions for achieving such indicators.
Based on the projected growth in the number of Muslims on the planet, we can make a
forecast about the number of people involved in the crypto economy.

Forecast Of Users Of The SUSTAIN EXCHANGE Exchange
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

Muslims,
thousand people

1 770 000

1 823 100

1 877 793

1 934 127

1 992 151

Percentage
of users of crypto
assets, %

0,2%

0,5%

0,8%

1,0%

1,0%

Forecast of those
involved in the
crypto economy

3 540

9 116

15 022

19 341

19 922

Including
on the SUSTAIN
EXCHANGE, %

0

3

4

4

6

Including on the
SUSTAIN
EXCHANGE,
thousand people

0

273,48

600,88

773,64

1195,32

According to the company's forecasts, despite the fact that in fact there are no
exchanges operating under the rules of Sharia in the world, not all Muslims from the
crypto economy will become clients of the exchange.
According to our forecast, by 2025, with an increase in the involvement of Muslims in the
crypto economy to 1%, we predict that no more than 6% of them will become
customers of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE.
Thus, our forecast assumes that within 4 years, 0.1% of Muslims living in the world can
become users of the exchange. Which, in our opinion, is a rather pessimistic forecast,
and it is possible to expect great results.
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7.4

Forecast of growth in the value of the
SUSTAIN EXCHANGE token

The White Paper of the project describes in detail the cost forecasts and the factors that
support the value of the SUST token. In this section, we will focus only on the actual
calculations. Justifying the forecast of growth in the value of the SUST token based on
the deflationary economic model.

Forecast Of The Minimum Justified Price Of The SUST Token
Period

Trading volume,
thousand dollars.
per month

Funds allocated for
the burning of toxins,
thousand $

The estimated cost
of the token, $

Q1, 2022

68 040 000

413

0,18

Q2, 2022

117 573 120

1 650

0,28

Q3, 2022

178 814 019

3 713

0,75

Q4, 2022

271 953 771

4 538

1,47

Q1, 2023

361 970 469

5 363

1,87

Q2, 2023

481 782 694

6 188

2,08

Q3, 2023

641 252 766

7 013

2,97

Q4, 2023

853 507 432

7 838

3,79

Taking into account the growth of the exchange's turnover, the need for tokens
increases, but if we assume that tokens do not become more expensive, then the
number of tokens required for the exchange's turnover increases sharply. This assumption
does not take into account the token turnover. However, the simplified model shows the
minimum required cost of a token to compensate for the gap between the required
number of tokens and the actual amount available.
The high turnover of tokens and the continuous process of their burning significantly
increase the cost, as can be seen from the above calculations. However, in addition to
the function of an internal payment unit, tokens can perform savings and
investment functions.
This may lead to an increase in demand for tokens and a decrease in tokens that are in
active trading. In the first year of the project, we evaluate the token only in terms of its
use as an internal unit of account of the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE. In the following years, we
plan to increase the value of the token by 10% on a quarterly basis due to the increase
in the investment attractiveness of the token associated with the continuous process of
burning tokens and the growth of the exchange's turnover.
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Despite the hypothetical nature of the assumption, this assumption is very
realistic in view of the fact that prices cannot be determined based on the
minimum required price for the token. Market mechanisms will necessarily
lead to the appearance of a multiplier of the increase in value due to the
possible imbalance of supply and demand.
It is in order to avoid sharp fluctuations and unjustified growth in the value of the token
that the company's reserve fund will be used. On the one hand, it is not necessary to
expect a stronger growth in view of the fact that with the increase in the value of the
token, less and less will be burned. Although on the other hand, the increase in value
can lead to a significant investment potential for the purchase of tokens, which will
provoke further growth of the SUST token.

The Binance exchange is already one of the recognized market leaders and has been
operating for only about 1 year. During this time, the exchange has taken a confident
leading position in the cryptocurrency market, both in terms of the number of customers,
trading turnover and profit.

Evaluation Of The Fairness Of The SUST Token Value Assessment In
Comparison With Competitors
Name

Number
Of Tokens
In Circulation

Price, $

Average
Monthly Turnover,
Mln. $

Capitalization,
Mln. $

BINANCE

153 432 897

598

1 170 000

90 545

HUOBI

182,827,444

18.2

12 450

9 104

KUCOIN

80 118 638

11.77

1 902

2 003

SUSTAIN
EXCHANGE
(SUST) Forecast
Q1, 2023

400 000 000

1,47
(After 1 Year)

271,9

588,0

As can be seen from the table, the ratio of the monthly turnover of the exchange to the
total capitalization of tokens at the SUSTAIN EXCHANGE exchange is projected at a fairly
low level. Comparing the forecast indicators with the market leader Finance, we have
the price of the SUST token twice less than that of the competitor.

Comparing the indicators with dynamically developing exchanges, we can come to the
conclusion that the comparative analysis shows a significant forecast undervaluation of
the SUST token, which means the possibility of significantly greater growth and faster
growth in the value of the SUST token than our plans suggest.
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Sustain Exchange Forms A Flexible Strategy For Promoting The Project.

8.1

Investor Relationships.

As Part Of The Promotion Of The Project, It Is Planned To Attend
At Least 10 Conferences During July-december 2021:

C-level managers
plan to attend key
conferences.

As investors, it is also
planned to attract
cryptocurrency funds.

It is planned that as a result of work in the field of investor relationships, about 70% of the
token issue will be realized.

8.2

Public Relations.

As part of informing the community about the sustainable exchange,
it is planned to organize a large-scale advertising campaign:

01

02

03

The sustainable
exchange will
consistently build
communications
with the world's
largest cryptomedia to publish
materials about
the project.

Sustain exchange
will keep in touch
with opinion
leaders, bloggers,
including both text
and video bloggers
on youtube.

Purchase of paid
traffic. It is planned
to use banner
networks, cpa, and
mediabuying.

It is planned that as a result of work in the field of public relations, about 15% of the token
issue will be realized.
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8.3

Community Information Support.

Video. Sustain exchange plans to regularly publish a
video in which it will talk in detail about the success of
the project, will present the reports of the development
team and managers.

Meet-ups. Direct meetings will allow you to form and
maintain a strong, loyal community. This will allow the
team to talk directly with the project participants and
build trust in the project's actions.

SMM. Sustain exchange will introduce permanent
channels of support and information to users in telegram,
reddit, bitcointalk and twitter, it is planned to maintain
accounts in all major social networks.

Sustain exchange.Io – the entire project implementation
process will be fully reflected on the official website. The
site will present all the project documentation and blogs
of the project team leaders, which will allow you
to accumulate all the information about the project in
one place.
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